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PARTICIPATING ARTISTS
Brett Murray (sole ArtBoard for 2020)
ARTSHOES BY:
Alice Lazarus
Amy-Lee Tak
Jade Klara
Lionel Smit
Manuela Gray
Max Goldin

Nola Muller
Russell Abrahams
Terence Kitching

Special thanks to Jake Aikman for the donation of South Atlantic II

INTRODUCTION
The Wavescape ArtBoard Project has been raising awareness and funds for ocean-related charities since 2005.
Each year, we invite artists to turn signature surfboards into works of art for an exhibition and special auction.
This year we have adapted to the times and instead of boards, we invited artists to turn VANS sneakers (size 9) into works of art.
The main beneﬁciaries of the project are the NSRI, Shark Spotters, 9 Miles Project, Ocean Pledge and the Beach Co-op.
Contributing artists over the last 15 years have included Asha Zero, Jake Aikman, Sanell Aggenbach, Andrew Whitehouse, Willie Bester,
Conrad Botes, Beezy Bailey, Wim Botha, Guy Tillim, Brett Murray, Conn Bertish, Kirsten Sims, Justin Fiske, Roger Ballen, Peter Eastman,
Richard Scott, Gabby Raaﬀ, ND Mazin, Mikhael Subotsky, Richard Hart, Anton Kannemeyer, Peter van Straten, Kim Longhurst, Mak1one,
Scott Robertson, Zapiro, Chip Snaddon, Mr Fuzzy Slipperz, Varenka Paschke, Osnat de Villiers & more.
These and many other artists have kindly donated their time and talent to make the ArtBoard Project a continuing success.
The Project is run by the Wavescape Festival, which is presented by Vans, with support from Petco, the South African PET Plastic
Recycling Company, Cape Town and Western Cape Film and Media Promotion (a division of Wesgro), The Save Our Seas Foundation,
Long Beach Capital and Jack Black Beer.

For more please visit our website: www.wavescapefestival.com

BRETT MURRAY
Brett Murray is one of South Africa’s most renowned artists, and
has been called “The dark prince of South African pop (art)”.
Working with steel, bronze and assorted media, Murray aims to
critically entertain. This includes pop-culture iconography skillfully
manipulated through satire and subversion. He is remembered by
Wavescape Artboard Project fans for his infamous surfboard
featuring a naked Bart Simpson with an erection, and the words “I
Love Africa!” as well as several satirical pieces, such as “After-party
at Nkandla” and “We Demand Chivas, BMW’s and Bribes”. Murray’s
work has been exhibited extensively in South Africa and abroad. He
is a full time artist and lives in Cape Town with his wife Sanell
Aggenbach and their 2 children.

Represented by Everard Read
@brettmurrayza

ALICE LAZARUS
Creating under the alias Scribble Embroidery, Alice Lazarus is a
hand embroidery artist and thread painter. Her time-consuming
technique uses a combination of long and short stitches and a
variety of colors to produce embroidery that has the same
qualities of a painting. Each stitch is like a brush stroke, and with
the help of multiple hues of ﬂoss, the images can look like a
photorealistic work of art or have an Impressionistic feel.

@scribbleembroidery

AMY-LEE TAK
Amy-Lee Tak is a Cape Town-based copywriter by day and artist by
night. Her work is characterized primarily by her celebration of the
feminine form, her ﬂat application style, and her playful
combination of vibrant colours. She began her art career with
simple, bold, black line paintings and illustrations before she began
exploring (and unleashing her love of) brighter palettes. This is her
ﬁrst collaboration with Wavescape.

www.behance.net/amylee_takf7df
@amylee_originals

JADE KLARA
Jade Klara is a designer and illustrator based in Cape Town, South
Africa. She graduated with a B.A from UCT in 2003 and a B.A from
Vega in 2007. Her work is characterised by a strong and feminine
style as she plays with whimsical imagery and narrative. Jade Klara
currently works from her studio in Woodstock. Jade is also a surfer
and has done an artboard for a previous Arboard Project at the
Wavescape Surf & Ocean Festival.

www.jadeklara.co.za
@jadeklara

LIONEL SMIT
Lionel Smit is best known for his contemporary portraiture
executed through monumental canvases and sculptures. Perhaps
more than anything else, Lionel Smits art is deﬁned by a deeply
rooted symbiotic relationship between sculpture and painting.
Based in Somerset West, Cape Town, Smit’s process as an artist
today remains adaptive, inventive, and physically engaging. Smit’s
paintings have been exhibited at the National Portrait Gallery in
London where it received the Viewer’s Choice Award. In June 2016,
Smit installed a public art installation, Morphous, in Union Square,
New York. In recent years, he has been honoured with a Ministerial
Award from the South African Department of Culture for Visual
Art.

www.lionelsmit.com
@lionelsmit

MANUELA GRAY
Manuela Gray is an artist, director, and designer, but is perhaps
best-known as South Africa’s most sought-after tattoo artist.
Throughout her career, Manuela has been a trailblazer in raising the
appreciation of tattoo art in the public eye. In addition, her dedication
to her craft has played a huge role in elevating the industry as a
whole in South Africa. She was the creator of the Cape Tattoo Expo,
an annual international festival which from 2006-2014 drew some of
the world’s best tattoo artists to our shores. And many of the country’s
best artists have learned their trade under her watchful eye.
As a director, Manuela helmed the documentary short The Number, a
gritty exploration of the iconography and meaning behind the body
markings on South African prison gangs. The film has garnered 15
laurels on the international film festival circuit.
As a designer, Manuela has, for a number of years, had a close
working relationship with international rock legends Queen. She has
been designing Queen’s tour merchandise for some time now.
I was inspired by the iconic cult classic Point Break . Which is just
one of the best movies of all time .

@manuelagray

MAX GOLDIN
Maximillian Goldin is a Capetonian designer, artist and illustrator.
Max graduated from AAA School of Advertising in 2006, with a
degree in Graphic Design. He is the author and illustrator of True
North picture book, an emotive tale of journey and self discovery
which launched at David Krut, Montebello in 2015.
His work centres around play, nature and imagination. Max writes
limericks, makes toys, paints murals, illustrates and has done a
variety of prints, particularly while doing an internship at Warren
Editions. Max recently created a mobile shadow puppet theatre
bringing his limericks to life. Max also goes by the pseudonym of
Tonton.

Crocs day at the beach
was happy as could be
he walked around
gawked and growled
then ﬂew into the sea.
@good.day.tonton

NOLA MULLER
Hailing from the beach-side town of Noordhoek, Nola Muller has
already cemented herself as an established ﬁne artist but this
talented woman is also a great indigenous gardener.
Nola is an avid adventurer and in addition to the local plant
kingdom, thanks travel as her secondary muse. The inspiration she
has drawn from her travels has led her to an acclaimed career as
an artist. She’s gone as far as to trek through the Himalayas,
thereafter holding a successful exhibition based on what she saw
there titled “Nepal Vision”.
Nola is a self-taught artist, and the range of her work has seen her
hold twenty-ﬁve successful solo exhibitions.
“In my works I share with those who are interested in the majesty
of the ancient Baobabs, the jewel of the Okavango Delta, the
vastness of the Kalahari, the dramatic skies and the wilderness
where one can hear the silence.”
www.nolamuller.com
@nolamullerza

RUSSELL ABRAHAMS
Russell Abrahams, also known as YAY_ABE, is an illustrator & graphic
designer born and bred in Cape Town. He started taking a keen
interest in graphic design and illustration when he was 14 years old.
By the time he left high school, illustration was a big part of his life,
and it has been his passion ever since. Russell is inspired by all
types of people and cultures, thus explaining the bold use of colour
and often playful nature of his work. Illustrating is his life and
getting to share his work with people is really just the cherry on
top of the cake.
Russell is the designer of the 2020 Wavescape Festival Poster

www.sjartists.co.za
@yay_abe

TERENCE KITCHING
Terence Kitching is a designer and illustrator, based in Cape
Town. After graduating from the Red & Yellow School in 2005,
Terence went on to hone his craft at several Cape Town brand
agencies. In 2017, he co-founded SuperElastic, a small studio
which produces adventurous design for like-minded clients.
Although primarily a brand and package designer today,
Terence has always been an instinctive illustrator. He is
constantly drawn to the projects that allow him draw, play,
and experiment.

@terencekitching

JAKE AIKMAN
Jake Aikman was born in London in 1978, and lives and works in
Cape Town. He obtained his Masters of Fine Arts (painting) in 2008
from the Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape Town,
after completing his Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2005. Aikman had his
ﬁrst solo exhibition, This Must Be The Place, in 2006 at Everard
Read gallery, Cape Town. Since then, he has presented seven solo
exhibitions locally and abroad.
Jake Aikman recently took part in the ArtUnitedUs urban art
project, where he painted a striking three- story mural on the side
of a building in Kiev, Ukraine. In 2018 he had his ﬁrst solo exhibition
in Granada, Spain with Suburbia Contemporary Art gallery, and
again in 2019 with Suburbia Contemporary, a solo presentation of
his paintings at Arte Fiera Bologna, Italy.

South Atlantic II
Oil-based monotype on Zerkall
440 x 500 mm
Framed in walnut
Represented by Suburbia Contemporary Art
@jake.aikman

Thank you to:
Past, present and future artists. Without your dedication and passion, the Wavescape Art Project would not have continued so
successfully over the last 17 years.
Our auctioneers over the years, Rob Van Vuuren, Mark Sampson and Nik Rabinowitz
Craig Paul from York Surf for the boards and the amazing ﬁbreglass work, even if this year it was only one!
Warren Talbot at VANS for the blank sneakers the artists used as their canvas.
The surﬁng and ocean community of Cape Town.
A huge thanks goes out to our buyers, many of whom have been coming to our auction for more than a decade, and must have a huge
‘quiver’ of art boards! We hope that after such a crazy year you can dig deep for the Brett Murray board, Jake Aikman painting and are
encouraged to get in on your own original sneaker artworks of a very diﬀerent 2020.
Curation by Shani Judes

The Festival Team:
Steve Pike (Spike), Wavescape co-founder
Shani Judes, Festival Director
Faine Pearl - Social & Production Manager
Gwen Sparks - Sparks PR
If you would like to bid, please contact Shani
shani@wavescape.co.za
+27(0)835095106
www.wavescapefestival.com

